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1. Who are the F&L Think Tank?
F&L is a neutral non-profit forum (registered in Brussels in 1994) which brings together a
wide range of companies across Council of Europe 47 territory to discuss and debate supply chain
issues. F&L is not a lobby group, although we do have relationships with a wide range of
organisations who are interested in the outcomes of our discussions.
Discussion and debate is F&L’s focus and our diverse membership combined with invited
participation from companies and organisations across “Europe 47” puts us in a position to make
some interesting observations on the challenges facing industry - and Europe – today.

3PL
Manufacturing
Education
Energy
FMCG

F&L Think Tank

LSP
Port

The F&L Think Tank is a
permanent group composed of
frequently changing shippers
and transport providers for
each mode. Their role is to
stimulate F&L discussion and
to give updates at meetings on
topics including supply versus
demand, innovation, new
technology and legislation.

Services, Risk and Legal
Wagon Owners
Associations and Public

Previous F&L interests include NEWOPERA, Motorways of the Seas, Intermodal Terminals and
Distribution Platforms of the Future. Our members have produced some 25 deliverables in this
regard which are available for download from our website.
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2. What can we do NOW? “Low Hanging Fruits”
Road
Use existing infrastructure more efficiently
Minor modifications of existing infrastructure
Impact Assessment – priority to small efficient investments
Reliability and service are critical! There is increasing need
“In general" make traffic fluid and give priority to freight
Use modes where they are best suited
Harmonization

Intermodal
Define “relevant” key European freight corridors for all modes
Allocate approx. € 1bn (better: € 2bn) of annual TEN budget (Connecting Europe Facility)
for small, very effective infrastructure measures, which help to remove bottlenecks of
international links on European freight corridor network
Harmonize rules for road leg of intermodal transport (e.g. 44 tonnes) in EU: revision of
Regulation 92/106/EG

Rail
Better priority for freight in each period of the day to ensure reliability – this is fundamental
Urgency in standardizing safety criteria and operational constraints across Europe to
facilitate the networks integration
New small infrastructure investments with a large impact on traffic efficiency

Short Sea and Inland Waterways
Short Sea & Inland Waterways Shipping are the most efficient modes of transport - they
produce 80% less CO2 emissions than trucks and 30% less than railways per tkm
Deepening of the Rivers Elbe and Danube (connection to black sea) to encourage more
inland waterways transportation between Eastern and Western Europe
Investment in infrastructure (ship lockings) to facilitate access for 110/135 meter vessels
Encouraging intermodal transport by barge (MIScobiva – Management Information System
for Container Barges)
Give better access to terminals in seaports

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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3. The White Paper at a Glance
Impact Assessment (171 pages) – link here
Newly published in March 2011 by the European Commission
which followed the past White Paper for Transport Policy until 2010
In line with EU 2020 strategy and the 7 “flagship initiatives” set therein
Innovation union, Youth on the move, A Digital Agenda for Europe, Resource-efficient Europe,
An industrial policy for Green Growth, An Agenda for New Skills and Jobs, European Platform
Against Poverty.
Future of European Transport Policy until 2050
Road Map to a Single European Transport Area
Towards a competitive and resource-efficient transport system – details here
VISION for a competitive and sustainable transport system
 Support the needs of growing demand for transport and increasing population mobility
while reaching 60% emission reduction
 An efficient core network for multimodal intercity travel and transport
- A global level playing field for long-distance travel and intercontinental freight
- Clean urban transport and commuting
 10 goals for a competitive and resource-efficient transport system;
benchmarks for achieving the 60% GHG emission reduction target
STRATEGY to achieve the vision
- A single European transport area
- Innovating for the future - technology and behaviour
- Modern infrastructure - smart pricing and funding
- The external dimension
40 INITIATIVES (Measures) for the next decade
to build a competitive transport system
that will increase mobility,
remove major barriers in key areas
fuel growth and employment.

European Commission expectation–
“The proposals will dramatically reduce
Europe's dependence on imported oil and cut carbon emissions
in transport by 60% by 2050”
www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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4. Perception & Reflection from the Think Tank
The VISION is
perceived to be positive, ambitious and enthusiastic
The STRATEGY needs to have
concrete, practical, tangible and achievable measures
The KEY PROBLEM AREAS and challenges, although
addressed in previous documents, remain the same and broadly unsolved

Preamble
Remember - the goal is to ENHANCE European competitiveness
Industry NEEDS policy consistency and continuity to enable necessary long term investment.
Set achievable targets!
~ Technology required to achieve the goals in the White Paper does not yet exist
however: Future changes in society/different mindset of future consumers must
be considered to ensure transport strategy and goals are appropriate.
Building and financing of network-infrastructure remains a key challenge, without
~ penalising overall cost of transport
~ social / environmental opposition

Because of that FOCUS on:
1. Optimizing the use of the existing network including harmonizing weights and measures,
information etc.
~ We agree it is important to put technology in place to enable optimal intelligent
network use (specifically for management and visibility of traffic).
2. Integrating domestic networks to form ONE European network
3. Land use strategies, which influence transport & logistics-patterns
~ Failed legislation and planning at community level
- causes significant extra miles in urban areas, with negative impact on local population
- and contradict/foils efficient intra-regional/national/European solutions.
~ Land-use policy in most member states is on the agenda of small communities, which
fight each other for taxes instead of co-operating for infrastructure.

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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European law and European policy should prevail over member local policies.
1. Soft touch legislation, less laws and regulation.
2. Put focus on enforcement in all member states to achieve necessary simplification.
3. Commission in close co-operation with industry partners (both shippers and LSP):

Let market forces develop new technology and the most suitable and
sustainable solutions. We expect the commission to provide the
framework for deployment but we believe in market forces too. Forcing
market shift is not the answer.

Forced modal shift does not work!
~ Interconnectivity between modes and within modes is vital.
Blue belt initiative (short sea) is excellent.
Climate initiatives are in line with the ideas that already existing in the industry.

Observations on the 10 Goals / 3 Clusters
Based on section 2.5 of the White Paper - ten goals for a competitive and resource efficient transport
system: benchmarks for achieving the 60% GHG emission reduction target.
The Think Tank response to the 10 goals/3 clusters is shown in Appendix 1. Some useful
observations:
All three pillars of sustainability – Environment / Social / Economics are interdependent and
should be taken into consideration equally:
~ The Think Tank recognizes a lack of the economic dimension in particular
and considers that too much emphasis is put on CO2.
A global approach is needed! CO2 is a global issue and not restricted to Europe!
~ European policy which puts too much emphasis on just one pillar (GHG)
will negatively impact the economic and thus social dimension
Measure all modes equally and realistically
~ use “useful unit measurement” of the impact on the environment per mode to
tackle the problem with realistic, practical information.
The Think Tank is wary of committing to targets where viable solutions are still completely
out of range!

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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60 % GHG emission reduction target does not look realistic, even taking into consideration
possible future developments which are currently subject of research studies.
 The vast majority of CO2 emission is related to distribution.
 For most of these short distance traffic journeys (< 300km) no alternatives exist!
 Sustainability of alternative fuels is questionable:
 Source of energy to be taken into consideration!
Electric vehicles running on current produced in coal-power stations are NOT an
option!
The Think Tank is concerned about targets which shall be achieved mainly by
 “market based incentives” which do not come from the market, but are imposed by
policy.
 “technology”, which does not come from the key users and industry leaders, but is rather
the result of ungovernable “research programs”
We welcome any practical measure, which helps to avoid waste of energy, infrastructure and
resources.
*Reference F& Working Group Report 15 “Environment and Sustainable Mobility”
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4. FIVE Priority Topics Identified by the Think Tank in the
White Paper
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dedicated freight corridors and Terminals
TEN-FT
Financing, Taxation, Earmarking
Harmonisation
Sustainability

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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Priority 1 – Dedicated Freight Corridors & Terminals
Corridors/Infrastructure for ALL modes needed!
Dedicated freight lines prioritizing freight - essential for competitiveness.
Passenger/Freight Trade-off: enhance freight priority over passenger to meet future
requirements related to volume, capacity, speed and reliability.
Core–network from the view of the Think Tank taking into account:
1. Minimum distance to shift from Road to Multimodal or Alternative modes > 300km!
2. Europe wide multimodal TEN-T ‘core network’ needed.
3. Decongest bottlenecks first!
4. All core seaports sufficiently connected to rail (and barge where possible)
Intermodal rail/road services based on:
 Primary intra-European trade lanes for continental cargo
 Major international container hinterland routes
 Integration of individual services into network linking production and logistics centres
 High-frequency of services on main trade lanes
 Intermodal terminals as hubs and logistics service centres
 Modal integration with inland waterway - where feasible

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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10 Multimodal Core Network Corridors
Source: European Commission,
November 2011

Ideal European Corridors for Intermodal Transport
Source: Kombiverkehr, BASF
January 2012

High visibility of traffic in corridors – intelligent management to ensure communication
and information about traffic. (e.g. MIScobiva)
www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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Policy:
Corridor concepts are mainly determined by political issues.
Very few corridors are actually taking account of freight volumes.
Incentives – White Paper seeks market driven behaviour but will the corridors be
incentivised versus other lanes?
What does the Commission foresee to avoid a monopoly situation and ensure that competitive
alternatives remain in place?
Terminals
Hinterland Terminals – Multimodal Terminals Terminal - Services Feeder Concepts:
--> expand best practices such as Duisburg Terminal:
1. to ensure multimodal use
2. to bundle local volumes with hub volumes,
3. to ensure high capacity load factor and frequency of connections
4. to improve service quality, efficiency of interface, free access to services and
decongestion of seaports.

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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Priority 2 – TEN-FT
Existing TEN-T (Trans-European Network – Transport):

What is TEN-T about?
EU Commission contributes money to transport infrastructure investment of EU Member
States
Key purposes:
1. Develop an efficient infrastructure for freight and passenger transport on defined
European corridors
2. Integration of EU Member States into a common network

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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Will the future TEN-T programme serve freight transport properly?
EU co-financing rate too low:
- Today: 10-20%
- Planned: 10-40%
No incentive for EU Member States to realize transport infrastructure investments, which
are not anyway on the national agenda:
Therefore budget mainly used for infrastructure for passenger transport (high-speed rail
etc.)
EU Budget too small for a too large network: according to EU Commission
€ 500bn are required to realize “core network” by 2030;
Commission may contribute € 31bn (6%)!

What Freight Transport (Road, Rail, Barge, Intermodal) really needs is a
TEN-FT (TEN – Freight Transport)!
Programme entirely dedicated to eliminate or alleviate bottlenecks in transport
infrastructure, which particularly hamper international freight transport (increased cost;
reduced reliability)
Simple criteria for selecting projects, for example:
1. Relevance for existing international freight (not based on “visionary” forecasts)
2. To be implemented on short-term time horizon
3. Simplified benefit-cost assessment, e.g. how much additional capacity do we get
with € 1m investment?
No “watering-down” of priorities by country quotas
EU co-financing rate of min. 75% to convey an incentive for Member States
Estimated annual budget: € 5bn

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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Priority 3 – Financing, Taxation, Earmarking
Specifically in relation to points on:
1. User/polluter pays
2. Price distortion,
3. Earmarking revenues for green activities
--> see Goal 10
Move towards full application of “user pays” and “polluter pays” principles and private sector
engagement to eliminate distortions, including harmful subsidies, generate revenues and ensure
financing for future transport investments
Level playing field / equal for all modes, earmarking of taxes, fees for environmental use.
Subsidies lead to wrong behaviour
Impact on sourcing - Freight costs expensive and often mean near-sourcing is better, could
become a disadvantage for the European market.
Internalisation of external costs – what are the parameters?
Define pollution – noise / emissions / visual?
Harmonise costs
Pricing/polluter pays – if there is no alternative for a different mode of transport
(e.g. short distance, distribution, which accounts for a vast majority of ton/km on road)
prices will simply rise, without any impact on modal shiftrise.
Land use – the root cause of congestion and transport difficulties, especially in urban areas!
Separate industrial and residential and plan transport accordingly.
Social objections to infrastructure – There is enough money to carry out the infrastructure
projects, but people/ecosystems/etc. make this politically difficult.

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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Priority 4 – Harmonisation

We need more harmonization between the member states:
The axle distance on a trio aggregate should be in general 1310 MM and on 9 to axle weight,
because we need this specialy in intermodal traffics, because the existing wagon
generations are too old and can`t take 1410 MM and 1310 MM , this distance is important
for 44 to regulations.
Harmonisation for the rear axle of trucks, we have 11.5to and 12.5to mainly in the EU. In
case of reefer trailers we need in general 12.5to ,because the reefer engine has already 1to!
Aerodynamic devices should not be calculated into the combination length of truck/trailer (
regulation is today 16.5mtr.) In case of forklift trucks behind the trailer is this not issue—
called “Koi-op” (length differ to size could be up to 1.2mtr) and tail lifts can go up to 300
MM.
We believe there to be some mistakes in the new EC 97/27 which should come in November
The registration harmonization is still too different and protectionism is accruing in some of
the member states
The road controls inside EU are chaotic because so many institutions are cooking their own
“soup” and something okay for one side is not okay for another side and hauliers have to
pay again. Germany in this case is on top of such “wild west”. Called BAG, motorway police,
normal police, water police and then different views in the german federal states as well.
That leads internationally to such a bad image that BAG is called in the meantime
“Bundesamt Gestapo”!!
Harmonise:
 Axle load, dimensions, weight (the Think Tank notes that increasing freight loads are low
weight/high value)
 Fuel taxes, road taxation and toll-systems
 Social rules eg working times, rules on driving licence
 Load safety and security rules AND controls
Work with national safety authorities eg TUV (European certified body for road control)
when applying the same rules – cross reference control system and control standards.
Ensure that there are not different levels of application in member states.
 Administration and Document requirements (no additional national documents, such as
the “Gelangensbestätigung” in Germany, which are on top of European law)
 Information
Observations:
Translate norms into national legislation as quickly as possible – use a ruling system that
is immediately applicable. Do not allow local deviations which enable rules to pile up on
more rules.
Stability of rules – changing rules jeopardizes long term investment. Set and leave the the
rules. European Commission should set maximum standards and eliminate local variations.
www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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Close co-operation with industry and bodies. In case of safety for example, work with
national safety authorities eg TUV (European certified body for road control) when
applying the same rules – cross reference control system and control standards. Ensure
that there are not different levels of application in member states.

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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Priority 5 – Sustainability

All three pillars of sustainability – Environment / Social / Economics are interdependent and
should be taken into consideration equally:
~ The Think Tank recognizes a lack of the economic dimension in particular
and considers that too much emphasis is put on CO2.
A global approach is needed! CO2 is a global issue and not restricted to Europe!
~ European policy which puts too much emphasis on just one pillar (GHG)
will negatively impact the economic and thus social dimension
Measure all modes equally and realistically
~ use “useful unit measurement” of the impact on the environment per mode to
tackle the problem with realistic, practical information.
~ For example, a passenger train running with only 10% occupancy does not score well
against the use of cars or buses for these people. This changes completely if the same
train is running at 90% occupancy.
The Think Tank is wary of targets where viable solutions are completely out of range!
~ The technology required to achieve the goals does not yet exist (e.g. no alternative
propulsion for ships which enables to save on what is required for 2050 - how can
industry commit to the goals?
60 % GHG emission reduction target does not look realistic, even taking into consideration
possible future developments which are currently subject of research studies.
 The vast majority of CO2 emission is related to distribution.
 For most of these short distance traffic journeys (< 300km) no alternatives exist!
 Sustainability of alternative fuels is questionable:
 Source of energy to be taken into consideration!
Electric vehicles running on current produced in coal-power stations are NOT an
option!

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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Appendix 1, Think Tank Response to the 10 Goals / 3 Clusters
Based on section 2.5 of the White Paper
10 Goals for a Competitive and Resource-Efficient Transport System:
Benchmarks for Achieving the 60% GHG Emission Reduction Target

Cluster 1 – Developing and Deploying New and Sustainable Fuels and Propulsion
Systems
Goal 1

Halve the use of
‘conventionally-fuelled’ cars in
urban transport by 2030

Phase them out in cities by
2050
Achieve essentially CO2-free
city logistics in major urban
centres by 2030

Goal 2

Low-carbon sustainable fuels in
aviation to reach 40% by 2050
by 2050 reduce EU CO2
emissions from maritime
bunker fuels by 40% (if feasible
50%)

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu

Think Tank Comment

Trade-off between transport
objectives for passengers and
freight.
Tax passenger and private vehicles
in the same way as freight vehicles.

Relevant F&L
Working Group
Reports
See F&L Report 15
“Environment and
Sustainable Mobility”

No comment
Land use – the root cause of
congestion and transport
difficulties. Separate industrial and
residential and plan transport
accordingly.

Think Tank Comment

See F&L report 1
“Freight Distribution
into large European
cities” (it is noted that
we need to update
this with emphasis on
last mile)
Relevant F&L
Working Group
Reports

(not in Think Tank scope);
Maritime bunker fuels: technology
does not exist to achieve the goal!
Excellent regarding blue belt
initiative.

See F&L report 18
“Motorways of the
Sea”
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Cluster 2: Optimising the Performance of Multimodal Logistic Chains, including
Making Greater Use of More Energy-Efficient Modes
Goal 3

By 2030, 30% of road freight
>300 km should shift to other
modes eg rail or waterborne
transport.
By 2050, more than 50% shift

Facilitated by efficient and
green freight corridors; to meet
this goal will also require
appropriate infrastructure to be
developed

Goal 4

By 2050, complete a European
high-speed rail network.
Triple the length of the existing
high-speed rail network by
2030

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu

Think Tank Comment

Reliability and Service are Key!
Target 2030 seems to be achievable if
full potential of multimodal /
combined transport / short sea / rail
and inland waterway will be
exploited in full!
Use existing infrastructure more
efficiently!
Impact Assessment!
Priority to small efficient
investments, minor modifications of
existing network first!
Corridor concepts are mainly
determined by political issues.
Very few corridors are actually taking
account of freight volumes.
Capacity –define quantity of goods by
each mode to determine capacity and
oversee sensible organisation of the
network (prevent formation of spider
infrastructure).
Corridors for all modes!

Think Tank Comment

Relevant F&L
Working Group
Reports
F&L Report 2
Barging, inland
waterways, short sea
shipping
Report 3 Analysis of
Waterborne
Transport in Europe
Report 4 Best
practice on
Intermodality
Report 6 Road
Transport of the
Future – Future
chances of
Intermodal
Transport
Report 11 Crossing
the Alps
Report 12 Crossing
Baltics
Report 18
Motorways of the Sea
Report 19 Project
Pendolino
Report 22 Port
Congestion
Relevant F&L
Working Group
Reports

Is perceived to be totally unrealistic!
Give priority to freight on parallel
lines.
Passenger/Freight Trade-off –
Freight must have space to meet
21
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Maintain a dense railway
network in all Member States.

By 2050 the majority of
medium-distance passenger
transport should go by rail.
Goal 5

Fully functional and EU-wide
multimodal TEN-T ‘core
network’ by 2030
With a high quality and capacity
network by 2050
Corresponding set of
information services.

Goal 6

By 2050, connect all core
network airports to the rail
network, preferably highspeed;
Ensure that all core seaports
are sufficiently connected to the
rail freight and, where possible,
inland waterway system.

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu

future requirements - volume,
capacity, speed.
Efficiency (rail) – available slots,
good response times, no requirement
for fixed commitments, system must
be dynamic enough to cope with the
variables in logistics.
No comment

Think Tank Comment

Relevant F&L
Working Group
Reports

F&L support the idea, however
financing?

Information systems – the goal is one
standard, no paper
High visibility of traffic in
corridors – intelligent
management to ensure
communication and information
about traffic.
Think Tank Comment

Relevant F&L
Working Group
Reports

Agree! Financing?
Core – define what/where is core.

Seaports – Refinement required.
Terminals:
Hinterland Terminals – Refinement
required.
22
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Multimodal Terminals – Flexibility to
change from one mode to another.
Terminal Services - Refine services,
improve quality and efficiency of
interface, and consider critical
elements of speed, quality, reliability
and free access to services.
Feeder Concepts – From terminals
along the corridors.

Cluster 3 – Increasing the Efficiency of Transport and of Infrastructure Use with
Information Systems and Market-based Incentives
Increasing efficiency: YES – this is what it is all about! Small, concrete steps – see page 5 on Low
Hanging Fruits
Market based incentives: This works only in an open, single, free, harmonized market which is
the goal of the EU.
Interconnectivity between modes and within modes.
Incentives – White Paper seeks market driven behaviour but will the corridors be incentivised
versus other lanes?

Goal 7

Deployment of the modernised
air traffic management
infrastructure (SESAR) in
Europe by 2020 and
completion of the European
Common Aviation Area.
Deployment of equivalent land
and waterborne transport
management systems (ERTMS,
ITS, SSN and LRIT, RIS).

Think Tank Comment

Relevant F&L
Working Group
Reports

Economic viability! ERTMS was a
good idea- but implementation has
already taken far too long. Now the
situation is even worse than before,
because it’s just a further system to
the current patchwork.

Deployment of the European
Global Navigation Satellite
System (Galileo).

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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Goal 8

By 2020, Establish the
Framework for a European
Multimodal Transport
Information, Management and
Payment System
Goal 9

By 2050, Move Close to Zero
Fatalities in Road Transport /
Halve Road Casualities by 2020

Think Tank Comment

Relevant F&L
Working Group
Reports

No comment

Think Tank Comment

Relevant F&L
Working Group
Reports

Agree with target.

EU is a world leader in safety
and security of transport in all
modes of transport
Goal 10

Move towards full application
of “user pays” and “polluter
pays” principles and private
sector engagement to eliminate
distortions, including harmful
subsidies,
generate revenues and ensure
financing for future transport
investments

www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu

Think Tank Comment

Relevant F&L
Working Group
Reports

Level playing field / equal for all
modes, earmarking of taxes, fees
User should pay not polluter,
price distortion.
Earmarking revenue and taxes
for environmental use.
Total visibility and transparency
of taxation AND of how raised funds
are used.
Pricing/polluter pays – if we don’t
have an alternative for a different
mode of transport, prices will rise.
Impact on sourcing - Freight costs
expensive and often mean nearsourcing is better, could become a
disadvantage for the European
market.
Internalisation of external costs –
24
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what are the parameters?
Beware not to “externalize internal
costs” in case of inefficient and
economical unsustainable solutions!
Define pollution – noise /
emissions / visual?
Harmonise costs
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